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Schedule

Thursday 28

09h00-09h40 Andrei AGRACHEV. Determinant and trace of the Second Variation
09h45-10h25 Ivan BESCHASTNYI. L-derivatives and singularities of Jacobi curves
10h30-11h00 Coffee break
11h00-11h40 Roberta GHEZZI. Regularity of unbalanced transport
11h45-12h25 Ulysse SERRES. Some results on the shape of the cut locus in step 2 free Carnot groups

12h30-14h30 Lunch

14h30-15h10 Valentina FRANCESCHI. Essential self-adjointness of sub-elliptic laplacians
15h15-15h55 Alessia KOGOJ. Harnack Inequality in sub-Riemannian settings
16h00-16h30 Coffee break
16h30-17h10 Frédéric JEAN. Geodesic rigidity of sub-Riemannian metrics
17h15-17h55 Luca RIZZI. Sub-Riemannian interpolation inequalities

Friday 29

09h00-09h40 Davide BARILARI. On the regularity of abnormal minimizers for rank 2 sub-Riemannian
structures
09h45-10h25 Davide VITTONE. Existence of tangent lines to sub-Riemannian geodesics
10h30-11h00 Coffee break
11h00-11h40 Roberto MONTI. Some new results on subRiemannian geodesics
11h45-12h25 Francesco BOAROTTO. Homotopically Visible Singular Curves

12h30 Lunch
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Abstracts

Andrei AGRACHEV (SISSA, Trieste). Determinant and trace of the Second Variation .

Abstract. Second Variation is the Hessian of the cost for an optimal control problem at an extremal.
If the extremal is regular, then Second Variation is a quadratic form on a Hilbert space defined by a
symmetric operator I + A where A is compact. In general, A is not a trace class operator, the series∑
λ∈specA

|λ| diverges. We show however that the determinant of I + A and the trace of A can be properly

defined and computed. More precisely, let iλ be the multiplicity of the eigenvalue λ. We prove that the
sequences

∏
λ∈specA
|λ|≥ε

(1 + λ)iλ and
∑

λ∈specA
|λ|≥ε

iλλ converge as ε→ 0 and give explicit expressions for the limits

in terms of “Jacobi fields” along the extremal. In the case of the 1-dimensional variational problem with

the cost
1∫
0

ẋ(τ)2 − νx(τ)2 dτ , we get classical Euler identities:

∞∏
n=1

(
1− ν

(πn)2

)
=

sin
√
ν√

ν
,

∞∑
n=1

1

(πn)2
=

1
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Davide BARILARI (Université Paris Diderot). On the regularity of abnormal minimizers for
rank 2 sub-Riemannian structures.

Abstract. We prove the C1 regularity for a class of abnormal length-minimizers in rank 2 sub-Riemannian
structures. As a consequence of our result, all length-minimizers for rank 2 sub-Riemannian structures
of step up to 4 are of class C1. (Joint work with Yacine Chitour, Frédéric Jean, Dario Prandi, Mario
Sigalotti).

Ivan BESCHASTNYI (SISSA, Trieste). L-derivatives and singularities of Jacobi curves.

Abstract. Jacobi curves generalize the notion of Jacobi fields to optimal control problems. They con-
tain information about the second variation and geometry of the underlying minimization problem. It
is known that if along an extremal the strengthened generalized Legendre-Clebsch condition is satisfied,
then one can characterize the corresponding Jacobi curve using an ODE called Jacobi equation. But this
condition fails, for example, for a singular trajectory in the Martinet case that passes through a tangency
point (previously studied by I. Zelenko). In this talk I will present a joint work with A. Agrachev on the
construction of Jacobi curves when the strengthened Legendre-Clebsch fails at an isolated point along an
extremal in the simplest case of a single control parameter system. This construction allows to characterize
Jacobi curves as certain boundary value problems for a singular Jacobi equation.

Francesco BOAROTTO (INRIA team CAGE). Homotopically Visible Singular Curves.

Abstract. Given a smooth manifold M and a rank-two totally nonholonomic distribution ∆ ⊂ M , we
study the effect of singular curves on the topology of the space of horizontal paths joining two points
on M .ă Specifically, we focus our attention on rank-two nice singular curves and we prove that, under
appropriate assumptions, these curves can be detected by homotopical methods. In particular, we show
that their presence constitutes an obstacle to the local deformation of Energy sublevels, and we show some
well-known examples where this phenomenon appears. These results are in sharp contrast with the ones
already established for a sub-Riemannian structure of rank greater than or equal to 3. This is a joint work
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with Andrei Agrachev and Antonio Lerario.

Valentina FRANCESCHI (Sorbonne Université & Universita de Padova). Essential self-adjointness
of sub-elliptic laplacians.

Abstract. The aim of this seminar is to present recent results obtained in [2] in collaboration with
D. Prandi (CNRS, CentraleSupélec, Giffes-sur-Yvette, France) and L. Rizzi (CNRS & Institut Fourier,
Grenoble, France) about essential self-adjointness of sub-elliptic laplacians. These are hypoelliptic oper-
ators defined on a manifold M , that are naturally associated to a geometric structure on it. In the case
when such a structure is Riemannian and complete, the associated Laplace-Beltrami operator is indeed
essentially self-adjoint [3]. This amounts to say that the solutions to the Schrödinger equation on M are
well defined without imposing any boundary conditions. Our purpose is to address the case when the
structure is sub-Riemannian: this can be thought of as a generalization of the Riemannian case, under
anisotropic constraints on the directions of motion onM . In particular, singularities may appear, encoded
in the blow up of an intrinsic measure, whose definition depends only on the geometry. In this case the
problem is still open and a standing conjecture, formulated by Boscain and Laurent in [1], asserts that
the sub-elliptic Laplacian is essentially self-adjoint. We will explain our results supporting the conjecture
and underline the cases that are not included in our analysis. The results in [2] are a generalization of the
ones in [4].
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Roberta GHEZZI (IMB, Université de Bourgogne). Regularity of unbalanced transport .

Abstract. Recently, several authors have extended optimal transport to the space of positive Radon
measures where the Wasserstein-Fisher-Rao distance is a natural extension of the classical L2-Wasserstein
distance. In particular, in [1] a Kantorovich formulation of such distance is provided, involving a cost
function c(x, y) which is a specific function of the distance. In a joint work with F.-X. Vialard and T. Gal-
louët we prove that the MTW condition for this cost function is satisfied in some interesting cases and
apply the Ma-Trudinger-Wang theorem to show regularity for unbalanced optimal transport.
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Frédéric JEAN (ENSTA). Geodesic rigidity of sub-Riemannian metrics.

Abstract. In this talk we address the following question: is a sub-Riemannian metric uniquely defined
up to a constant by the set of its geodesics (affine rigidity)? And by the set of its geodesics up to reparam-
eterization (projective rigidity)? In the Riemannian case the local classification of projectively and affinely
rigid metrics is classical (Levi-Civita, Eisenhart). These classification results were extended to contact
and quasi-contact distributions by Zelenko. Our general goal is to extend these results to arbitrary sub-
Riemannian manifolds, and we establish two types of results toward this goal: if a sub-Riemannian metric
is not projectively conformally rigid, then, first, its flow of normal extremals has at least one nontrivial
integral quadratic on the fibers of the cotangent bundle and, second, the nilpotent approximation of the
underlying distribution at any point admits a product structure. As a consequence we obtain genericity
results for the rigidity. This is a joint work with I. Zelenko and S. Maslovskaya.

Alessia KOGOJ (Univesita di Urbino). Harnack Inequality in sub-Riemannian settings.

Abstract. We consider nonnegative solutions u : Ω −→ R of second order hypoelliptic equations

Lu(x) =
n∑

i,j=1

∂xi
(
aij(x)∂xju(x)

)
+

n∑
i=1

bi(x)∂xiu(x) = 0,

where Ω is a bounded open subset of Rn and x denotes the point of Ω. For any fixed x0 ∈ Ω, we prove a
Harnack inequality of this type

sup
K
u ≤ CKu(x0) ∀ u such that Lu = 0, u ≥ 0,

where K is any compact subset of the interior of the L-propagation set of x0 and the constant CK does
not depend on u.
The result presented are obtained in collaboration with Sergio Polidoro.

Roberto MONTI (Universitá di Padova) Some new results on subRiemannian geodesics.

Abstract. We shall present some work in progress concerning height estimate and Lipschitz-graph ap-
proximation of length minimizing curves. We also present some results on the non minimality of certain
spirals.

Luca RIZZI (CNRS Université de Grenoble). Sub-Riemannian interpolation inequalities.

Abstract. We discuss how, under generic assumptions, sub-Riemannian structures support interpola-
tion inequalities à la Cordero-Erasquin-McCann-Schmuckenschläger. As a byproduct, we characterize the
sub-Riemannian cut locus as the set of points where the squared sub-Riemannian distance fails to be
semiconvex. Specifying our results to the case of the Heisenberg groups, we recover in an intrinsic way the
inequalities recently obtained by Balogh, Kristály and Sipos. As a further application, we obtain new and
sharp results on the measure contraction properties of the standard Grushin structure. The techniques
are based on optimal transport and sub-Riemannian Jacobi fields. If time allows we will discuss a new
Bakry-Emery type concept of sectional and Ricci curvature, to take into account the ambient measure in
comparison-type results. Joint work with Davide Barilari.
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Ulysse SERRES (Université de Lyon). Some results on the shape of the cut locus in step 2
free Carnot groups

Abstract. Since Carnot groups serve as model for the nilpotent approximation of the tangent space in
sub-Riemannian geometry, their study is important in order to understand more general sub-Riemannian
structures. In this talk, I will focus on step 2, free Carnot groups ((k, (k + 1)/2) case) also known as
the Brockett integrator. I will present results we obtained in collaboration with Luca Rizzi, in particular,
how we disprove the conjectures on the shape of the cut loci proposed in works by Myasnichenko and
Montanari and Morbidelli, by exhibiting sets of cut points which are strictly larger than the conjectured
ones as soon as k ≥ 4.

Davide VITTONE (Universitá di Padova). Existence of tangent lines to sub-Riemannian
geodesics

Abstract. We consider the regularity problem for sub-Riemannian length minimizers and we prove that,
at any point, any length minimizer possesses at least one tangent curve (i.e., a blow-up limit in the “tan-
gent” Carnot group) equal to a straight horizontal line. This is a joint work with R. Monti and A. Pigati.
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